
Two different concepts, or two sides of the same

coin? Of course the marketing departments are in

no doubt; components are yesterdays issue,

web services are top of the toy box. Of course

components don’t go away, but much of the hard

won experience that we have gained with

components is becoming an essential part of the

service-based environment. This is more than an

academic debate because it is all too easy to forget

the essential (component based) foundations and

fall into the trap that any message that uses some

or all of the protocols is going to deliver you all of

the benefits. To be blunt, there are too many

practitioners past and present who paid lip service

to the component concept, and we should anticipate

that the same syndrome will occur with services.

In Figure 1 we show a high level perspective of how services have

built on object and component concepts:

● evolving the interface concept to establish open standards for

protocols and description.

● increasing the level of (horizontal scope) separation 

● bringing the granularity (level of abstraction) to business

relevance

● (at last) creating rigorous separation between specification and

implementation, making the service usage implementation

independent

● establishing contract based interfaces

The implications are that by refining the basic component concepts

as summarized in the above list, services will over time have a more

significant impact on ROI. For example:

● it is widely agreed that there will be a radically larger commercial

market for web services than there has been or ever will be for

components.

● the existence of rigorous specifications will increase the

opportunity for automation, reuse and productivity gains.

continues...
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which still look

suspiciously like custom

solutions. And it reminded

me that EAI was for most

organizations in reality a

tactical response to

integrate poorly architected,

monolithic components

that were never intended

to collaborate.

In Figure 2 I suggest that

service concepts as we

have define them above,

will actually bring the EAI

vendors kicking and

screaming into the 21st

century. By embracing

services they automatically inherit most of the

component characteristics that I have listed above.

And because web services are “top of the toy box”, all

the vendors are rushing to embrace these ideas, even

thought they have studiously ignored them for the past

five years. Perhaps marketing departments actually do

some good sometimes, even if it’s by accident! 

And before you accuse me of academic rambling, let

me put this in context. In this month’s journal we

commence a major piece of work in which we aim to

develop a framework for assessing and selecting

processes that support the combined service and

component lifecycle. We commence with a discussion

of the major sources of process guidance, and call for a

review process of the strawman framework that we are

publishing coincident with this report. Over the coming

months we plan to develop and publish the comparison

framework and review

in depth the various

commercial and industry

body offerings in this

important area.

We then report on three

products that we think

represent interesting case

studies of the state of the

art in the component and

service market.

In our report on Business

Process Modeling for Web

Services, we introduce

BindStudio, an relatively

● the rigorous independence of implementation from

specification will achieve a level of platform

independence that Java would never reach. 

● the more formal (horizontal scope) separation of

services will lead to much greater choice of

component and will allow portfolios to be

constructed (and adapted much more easily) from

disparate components and services.

I was interested to observe recently one leading industry

figure (who shall remain nameless) who poured scorn

on the notion that web services would make application

integration any easier. And it seems that there is much

education required to inform, even our captains of

(software) industry, that open, implementation

independent and environment neutral integration is

preferable (probably more flexible, adaptable and lower

cost), than the current de facto EAI solutions, many of

Figure 1: Services Improve on Component Concepts

Figure 2: EAI Products Inherit Componentization by Accident!
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new, standalone modeling product that takes

advantage of both WSDL and ebXML service

description standards, and enables top down

generation of the specification, addressing the issues

of automation and formalization referred to above.

We are particularly attracted to the advance this

represents in providing formalized linkages between

the business process design and the development

and assembly activities, hitherto a murky, imprecise

area, and the subject of much frustration in both

user and IT communities.

In our report on Integrated Component Modeling

and Management, we revisit the Select Component

Factory, a well established and respected product

line that has pioneered not just component support,

but also the supply, manage consume lifecycle, on

the premise that what you don’t manage you will

not reuse.

And in our final report this month we look at an

interesting example of how EAI is developing beyond

current de facto best practice. We have been

convinced for some considerable time that EAI has

been a tactical response to a major issue, and that it

has been analogous to the drug addict that can see

the error of their ways but is unable to stop the

habit. In our report on Talking Blocks, we suggest

that this is a good example of what we predict will

be the next generation of EAI, where component and

service best practices combine. The result is an

integration platform that combines conventional

components and messages with web services, and

has the capability to support an inherently dynamic

environment with benefits to both deployment, and

particularly in the area of dynamic, content sensitive

use of services.

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

Process

Framework

Review
by Richard Veryard

While the Rational Universal
Process (RUP) has not achieved
the dominance of UML, and is a
long way from being accepted
as a standard, many organizations
have adopted it, and claim to be
using it. But at the same time,
there are many concerns about
RUP. Is it the best choice for
component-based development
and web services, and what viable
alternatives are there? RUP
nominally comes as a flexible
process - choose the bits you
like. However, it does take quite
a while to work out what’s most
appropriate - so there’s good
business for consultants! In this
review, we open an investigation of
some leading software processes.
We aim to define a framework
that will assist in selection and
particularly customization, and in
subsequent reports we will assess
in detail the various product
offerings that are available against
this framework.

continues...
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of methodologists who favour lightweight process, and

who share a set of values.

Within the Agile Alliance, however, there are some

strongly contrasting processes and frameworks, and

there is no intention to create a single Unified Agile

Methodology. In this report, we shall look at two different

examples - XP and the Crystal family.

XP (eXtreme Programming) is associated with the work

of Kent Beck and Ward Cunningham. It is lightweight

but highly disciplined, and demands considerable skill.

In the hands of skilled software engineers - especially

Beck himself - it is apparently capable of extremely

high levels of productivity.

Crystal is a set of methodologies created by Alistair

Cockburn. It represents a much less disciplined

approach, and is accordingly easier to implement and

follow than xP - but it may not be as capable of high

productivity.

Other Methods
There are a significant number of other tool vendors

and systems integrators that maintain component

based methods, including CA with its CBD-Method,

Popkin, Blueprint Technologies, Net Decisions, TiG

(formerely MTW), Compuware, iSOCO and many others.

Some of these, such as Compuware and CA are based

on original work and are focused on guidance in

support of specific toolsets. Others such as Blueprint

Technologies and iSOCO are examples of extensions

and customizations of RUP and XP respectively. We

shall look at some of these, classify them and indeed

welcome discussions with these parties, and hopefully

provide guidance on selection and usage in subsequent

report(s).

Challenges

The major process frameworks address overlapping,

but different sets of challenges:

● RUP is aimed at project managers, and addresses

the traditional project issues - standardization,

productivity, and so on.

● OPF is aimed at application developers, and sets

itself to address a series of application challenges:

complexity, expense, failure to meet requirements/

goals, poor delivery, difficulties in development,

maintenance and management.

● UMM is aimed at business analysts and process

engineers.

● Agile software development is focused on

individuals and interactions, rather than processes

and tools.

Introduction

Process Frameworks

Unified Processes

The Rational Unified Process, known as RUP, is the

apparent market leader for software development

processes. Many user organizations appear to be

unaware of any viable alternative. It provides a

benchmark against which rival processes and

frameworks compare themselves.

RUP was produced by a group of process experts at

Rational, notably Philippe Kruchten and Ivar Jacobsen.

Although a number of books about RUP have been

published, RUP is a proprietary process framework,

available in its full electronic version to Rational

customers only.

Various extensions to the Rational Unified Process have

been proposed, but these currently lack the popularity

of RUP itself. These include the Unified Modeling

Methodology (UMM) from UN/EDIFACT, and the

Enterprise Unified Process (EUP) from Scott Ambler

and Larry Constantine. These primarily extend the

scope of RUP - to include business process modeling

in the case of UMM, to include the whole software

lifecycle (not just development) in the case of EUP.

OPF

The OPEN consortium was formed by a group of some

30 methodologists, to bring together a number of OO

methodologies, including SOMA, MOSES, Firesmith

and Synthesis into a shared public domain methodology

called OPEN (Object-Oriented Process, Environment and

Notation). It calls itself a third-generation methodology,

although it is difficult to attach any precise meaning to

this term.

The OPEN process framework (OPF) can be found in a

number of books, articles and conference papers from

the key members of the OPEN consortium, notably Brian

Henderson-Sellers, Donald Firesmith and Ian Graham.

According to the OPEN Consortium, a number of user

organizations have adopted OPF.

Select Perspective

The Select Perspective was one of the earliest processes

for component-based development. It has been

published in book form, although (as with RUP) the

latest version is available only through the Select toolset.

Agile Software Development

There are many so-called lightweight software

development processes and frameworks around, from

DSDM to XP.  The Agile Alliance is a loose confederation
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Web services and component assembly particularly cut

right across these role based process domains, and

increasingly therefore we need a process framework

that comprehends different scenarios.

Issues

Model-Based
While some processes (such as XP and MSF) are light

on modeling, most emphasize the importance of

modeling as a key stage in the process. Modeling

typically includes some UML modeling, but may also

include non-UML models (such as business models).

Processes may be prescriptive or flexible about the

types of model required. For example, the RUP declares

itself as Use-Case Driven. “Use-case driven means that

the development process follows a flow - it proceeds

through a series of workflows that derive from the use

cases.” Jacobson et al, p 5 (The Unified Software

Development Process. Addison-Wesley, 1999). Indeed,

rivals see this as one of the primary limitations of RUP -

that it inherits the limitations and weaknesses of use

cases.  In contrast, the OPF allows for a range of

modeling styles to be used - including responsibility

and rule modeling. Select Perspective sits between

these two extremes - mandating use cases, but also

providing a balanced alternative.

Methodology wars
I came across an internet discussion recently, in which

some well-known methodology experts argued against

exposing disagreement to the outside world, lest this

should take us back to the “methodology wars” of the

past. Real wars are horrible. However, nobody was

killed, maimed or tortured in the methodology wars. A

few pet concepts were mauled about a bit, and a few

egos bruised, that’s all. Robust competition, I call it.

So what do we have now? A kind of bland arrangement,

where we’re all afraid of exposing any conflict, lest it

put off the punters? The conflicts haven’t disappeared -

they’ve merely been buried inside large baroque umbrella

languages and processes, whose concepts and notations

are capable of widely various interpretations, and whose

weaknesses can always be hidden by bolting on

arbitrary extensions.

The methodology wars did, of course, indicate that

many of the so-called experts didn’t have any way of

reasoning intelligently and practically about the

differences between one method(-ology) and another,

and often displayed rather strange ideas about what

was important and what wasn’t. Some people might

interpret the present avoidance of warfare as a sign that

this was still true. One of the lessons from history is

that attempts to avoid warfare often result in worse wars.

Methodology experts often regret the disagreements of

the past as if it were merely a breach of etiquette or

marketing faux pas. But if there was nothing more

going on than that, the rest of the world will conclude

that there was never much real intellectual content to

any of it. How often have you ever heard a methodology

expert say that something was actually wrong.

As in: “Information Engineering was constructed on the

premise that business processes were stable. We

encouraged people to plan and build long-term systems

architectures on this basis. We now recognize that this

premise is no longer valid - if it ever was - and that the

architectures we then encouraged people to build are

no longer suitable.”

IMHO, a framework that can never be proved wrong is

useless. Do we really believe that robust selling of one

methodology against another would cause carnage?

What’s the alternative?

My framework is more general than yours
One of the difficulties in evaluating process frameworks

is that many of them claim to be able to encompass

several of their rivals. Thus OPEN claims that it can

produce RUP as an instance of OPF, meanwhile RUP

can produce XP, and XP can produce RUP, and so on

and so on. These claims may be true on paper, but the

fact is that the processes have very different styles, and

practical reconciliation is quite difficult.

One of the advantages of this confusion is that

developers can conform to the corporate process on

paper, but actually carry out a very different process.

For example, many developers apparently manage to

do XP while going through the motions of conforming

to RUP. Is this a desirable state of affairs? Well hardly -

one wonders what the point of having a corporate

process is, if the developers are merely paying lip

service to the corporate process, and actually doing

something quite different.

Reliability/Robustness
One of the important aspects of a development process

is that it should be fault-tolerant. All developers (and

process engineers) make mistakes.

There is therefore a trade-off between efficiency

(performance, speed) and reliability (robustness, fault-

tolerance). If a process contains some degree of

redundancy - for example, modeling the same thing

from different but overlapping perspectives (sometimes

called “triangulation”) - then cross-checking can be

built into the process (perhaps even done automatically

by a modeling tool), and there is a correspondingly

greater chance of achieving a better outcome. If the 

continues...
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about Process Improvement, while OPF talks about

CMM Level 5. But they are vague and unsystematic

about the process.

Because RUP is tied to the Rational toolset, this entails

both advantages and disadvantages when it comes to

improvements and upgrades to RUP. The tool may

impose some constraints on the possible changes to

the process framework, but this of course can be a

blessing as it inhibits uncontrolled change from one

version to the next.

One of the benefits of having a process framework

rather than a process is that infrequently required

elements can be generated in the tailoring process,

rather than located in the framework itself. It therefore

makes sense to simplify and refactor the process

framework, based on project experience and best

practice, in order to make the framework more usable.

However, in practice, there seems to be little enthusiasm

for simplifying the frameworks, which seem to get more

complex (and therefore less usable) in each successive

version.

W.M Jaworski has carried out a complexity analysis,

showing the RUP Process framework to be represented

by 203 n-aries (aka context tuples) that include 90

Artifacts, 596 components, 776 Template Sections, 15

RUP tools, 112 Scenarios. ‘Process’ was defined and

represented by 65 n-aries that consists of 4 Phases, 9

Disciplines and relevant ‘atoms’ from the ‘Process

framework’.(1)

There seems to be no systematic procedure for

removing or simplifying any aspect of a process

framework such as RUP or OPF, based either on

overwhelming experience or well-grounded

theoretical reasoning. Thus evolution and learning is

a one-way path to ever-increasing complexity.

Consistency

A methodology that is created by a single author, and

never adopted by any organization except under the

direct supervision of the author, may remain in perfect

harmony.

Popular processes tend to proliferate different versions

and flavors. The versions of RUP that you can get

on CD and in various books are all rather different.

Obviously the process vendors such as Rational or

Aonix will always prefer that you take the master version

that is embedded in their tools, or disseminated through

their website - but we should recognize the possibility

that some developers may have alternative sources for

the process which they regard as equally valid.

process is optimized for speed, then mistakes are more

likely to slip through or cause serious delays.

Developers who take the RUP principle of Use-Case-

Driven analysis to extremes, and neglect other models,

are therefore vulnerable to error. Most experienced

users of RUP prefer to check use case models against

complementary models, such as domain models.

Users of Select Perspective adopt a similarly pragmatic

approach. According to Chris Simons, a consultant at

Aonix, “The balance between the alternative approaches

is crucial - the two should be complementary.” As an

example, he cites the balancing of CRC modeling with

(coarser) coherent groupings of domain entities during

component identification workshops or analysis

sessions. “This is sometimes challenging but worth-

while as it validates the crispness of the boundaries of

abstraction of the candidate components.”

Evaluation
Completeness

How do we know when a process framework is

complete? Is there some external set of requirements or

scoping criteria, against which the completeness of a

framework can be assessed? Or can we merely say that

one framework is incomplete with respect to some other

framework - in other words, framework completeness is

a kind of partial ordering between frameworks.

Donald Firesmith defines framework or repository

completeness operationally, in terms of usage. “If most

process engineers find that the repository contains all

of the reusable process components required to meet

the needs of their projects, then it is fairly complete.

Similarly, if all well-known processes (methods) can be

constructed as instances of the process framework,

that is additional evidence. Go to any online job board

(e.g., Monster.com) and check to see if all job roles

(granted roles are not identical to job titles, but they are

pretty close) listed are defined in the repository. Check

and see if the repository supports all major standards

such as IEEE, ISO, DoD, NASA, EEC, etc.”

Obviously no framework can practically (or even

theoretically) contain all of the possible reusable

process components required to completely handle

every possible project in an optimum manner. Thus,

process engineers often have to add some project-

specific process components, especially for very large,

complex, business-critical projects.

Complexity

A process framework should be able to accommodate

evolution, and learning from experience. RUP talksw
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users, sharing experience and best practice? At face

value, RUP is the contender that would score highest

on this criterion. But there is an important caveat here.

The common element of RUP is modeling with use

cases and UML. Beyond that, there is so much variation

between RUP projects that the possibility of knowledge

sharing looks rather tenuous. There is, for example,

little common ground for exchanging project metrics

and benchmarks.

Differentiation
Differences of Situation

An important consideration is the context in which the

process is applied.

Some factors include:

● the project objectives

● the project scenario(s)

● the culture of the organization,

● the past experience(s) developing software within

the organization

● the makeup of the team

● the past experiences of the team

● the expectations/culture of management

● the expectations/culture of the user community.

Size

Agile software development is intended for small

projects. XP in particular is suitable for very small teams.

Crystal (the most scalable of the agile processes) has

been used for teams of 50 - but above that number,

there is a strong lean towards enterprise-scale such as

OPF and Select Perspective.

Differences of Approach

Process versus process framework

The starting point for the creation of a process

framework, instead of a single process, is the diversity

of situations and applications for which a process is

required. A one-size-fits-all process results in a one-

size-fits-nobody process.

This leads to the development of process frameworks,

supposed to provide greater generalization and flexibility

than a single process. However, there are pitfalls in this.

Martin Fowler, for his part, is no fan of this approach.

“RUP is a process framework, and as such can

accommodate a wide variety of processes. Indeed, this

is my main criticism of RUP - since it can be anything, it

ends up being nothing. I prefer a process that tells you

what to do rather than provide endless options.”

continues...

Flexibility/Tailorable

The quality and fit of a tailored product presumably

depends on the skill and judgment of the tailor. The claim

that a process framework provides a perfect fit for every

project seems to assume a good supply of excellent

tailors. The tailoring process presumably involves a

systematic investigation of the project requirements and

constraints, as well as the capabilities of the project

team; and the design, test and implementation of a

suitable process instantiation. But I haven’t found very

much material about this.

In fairy tales, the skill of the tailor is regarded as a

magical one. In some tales, for example, material is left

on the workbench overnight, and is transformed into

finished product by elves. Similarly, some process

frameworks show you the pieces, and then show you

examples of a finished process, but gloss over the

interesting (but difficult) bit in between.

Donald Firesmith insists that a trained and experienced

process engineer should be able to use a good process

framework to produce a process that is a better fit

for his/her project under real-life schedule and cost

constraints, than the same process engineer can do if

he/she uses a less flexible standardized process,

or tries to do it from scratch. By reusing process

components that have been shown by experience to

capture industry best practices, the process engineer

can spend more of his/her valuable time on the

unusual and nontrivial parts of the process. Thus, a

framework and associated repository of reusable

process components provides many advantages such

as standardization, increased quality, increased

productivity, etc.

Tool Support

Tool support clearly benefits the user of the process.

This is especially true of a complex process framework,

where the person tailoring the process to fit an

organization or project needs some way of managing

and linking a large number of process elements and

alternatives. A tool should provide visibility of the

instantiated process, and allow its completeness to

be checked.

Usable

One of the champions of usability in recent years has

been Larry Constantine. He has strongly criticized RUP,

both for its own lack of usability, and for its lack of

attention to the usability of the developed applications.

These two criticisms are linked.

User Base

Does the process have a large healthy community of 
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‘Process Framework Review’ continued...

A process framework allows a degree of decoupling

between disciplines (or workflows) and sequencing -

the synchronic and diachronic view. The diachronic
view is concerned with time, and the progress of

activities through a project. The synchronic view is

independent of time, and shows the collaboration

between parallel activities. For example, the Unified

Process provides a really useful diagram shown in

Figure 1, which shows an extension to the original

Rational ideas on the unified process lifecycle, illustrating

the decoupling of disciplines from time slots.

However, many organizations don’t take advantage of

this decoupling, and revert to a traditional waterfall

operation – which most frameworks can easily

accommodate. There are still reports of outfits claiming

to do RUP and then mandating big signoffs of

requirements, design etc, at the end of each phase;

and still doing throw-over-the-wall process. But don’t

assume that just because a process framework can

accommodate waterfall, and even if many of its users

prefer waterfall, that that’s the most appropriate lifecycle

for your project.

In the past, tool builders typically worked from a

diachronic (sequential) view of the process they were

trying to support. This meant that the tool only worked

if you performed the activities in precisely the same

sequence that the tool builders had envisaged, and 

there was very little flexibility in the tool, and sometimes

limited tolerance for iteration.

Two types of process framework
A process framework can be one of two things. It can

be a finite set of processes, with a decision rule to

determine which process to use in a particular situation.

This is the approach followed by Crystal, which offers a

scaled range of specific processes for different sizes

and types of project. (The specific processes within the

Crystal family are called Crystal Clear, Crystal Yellow,

Crystal Orange, and so on.) Alternatively, a process

framework can provide a structured set of process

elements, which can be assembled in arbitrarily many

ways to satisfy the process requirements of a particular

situation. This is the approach followed by RUP and

OPEN. The OPEN Process Framework results from a

collective exercise in metamodeling that allows you to

“build your own process”.

Simplicity and complexity
Some processes or frameworks are presented in

extremely simple and painless terms – as an acceptable

introduction for developers and teams who might be

expected to resist or rebel against something more

elaborate. This is part of the attraction of XP and other

“agile” processes.

Sceptics (including Don Firesmith and Bertrand Meyer)

argue that this is one of the dangers of XP – that it is 
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Figure 1: Unified Process Lifecycle (Source Ronin International)
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discarding the other elements. RUP in particular is often

used in this way, for people who want to use other 

approaches - such as agile methods. The RUP

vocabulary is generally applicable to agile methods -

most clued-up folk will know what you mean by the

“elaboration phase”, for example. So, less having to

learn a new process vocabulary when you join a new

project. This is true even where they don’t subscribe to

the RUP way of fitting all the bits together.

Alan Cameron Wills and Ian Graham did a session at

OT 2002 this month, called Lighten up your RUP. Alan

recommends that people use the RUP vocabulary, but

invent the simplest process that could possibly work

for themselves.

Concluding Remarks
In terms of marketing, RUP has been much more

successful than its rivals. Although adherents of rival

approaches grumble about hype, RUP actually

represents a fairly sensible approach to a lot of process

issues. However, there are a number of concerns that

some members will want to explore, and some

important advantages that may be offered by some of

RUP’s rivals. In future articles, we hope to report on

user experience with various methods.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com
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seductive to programmers and tells them what they

want to hear rather than what they need to hear. At the

other extreme, a process framework such as OPF is

unashamedly complex - its adherents claiming that its

complexity is a proper response to the demands for

completeness and flexibility.

Scaling up and scaling down
At one extreme, the lightweight processes start small and

simple, and scale up. Although there is no theoretical

upper limit to the resulting size of a project, the process

starts to look improbable for larger projects, and

demands very high degrees of skill and experience in

process customization and support. At the other

extreme, what we might call the heavyweight processes

all claim that they can be scaled down as far as you like.

Scope of customization
The selection and instantiation of a process can be done

for each project or application independently. However,

many organizations will prefer to reduce the potential

diversity across many projects, and provide some

constraints on the use of the process framework. It is

entirely appropriate for an organization that specializes in

a particular class of application to constrain the selection

of processes or process elements. For example, we

might expect a bank and an aerospace company to

need different collections of process elements.

Vocabulary and structure
A process framework provides a vocabulary as well

as a structure. It is possible (and may sometimes be

useful) to adopt the vocabulary of a process, while
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Introduction

Bind Systems, a Dublin based software company has

been in operation for some 18 months focused on

bridging business process and application delivery and

runtime environments using service based infrastructure.

Last year they commenced shipping early releases of

a process modeling toolkit - BindStudio - and an

integrated runtime broker product - BindPartner.

BindStudio is now available as a shipping product

while the BindPartner Broker is available for commercial

pilot projects.

Process Modeling in Context

It’s a fact that process design has long been isolated

from the implementation layer in terms of method,

metadata, syntax and concrete deliverables. As with

many other forms of modeling, there has been

considerable disagreement between proponents of

modeling and advocates of less structured approaches.

We might observe that these tensions have often been

greater between business design and software

engineering, because of differences in the underlying

purpose of modeling, where the business process is

defined in a holistic manner, whereas the software

design is narrowly focused on specification of the

implementation. 

Various modeling solutions are on offer that address

the integration of process models and implementation,

with vendors such as Microsoft with BizTalk, Bowstreet

with its Business Web Factory offering process modeling

as part of a comprehensive and highly integrated

solution framework. Yet these are integrated solutions

demanding a level of commitment to a relatively

proprietary or single skill approach that is not applicable

to many situations. 

BindStudio

The BindStudio product is a standalone modeling tool

that will complement any implementation approach or

technology. The product is designed to support top

down modeling and specification of business processes,

with strong support for managing the flow of information

between process steps. The BindStudio is a Java based

modeling tool, with an IDE like interface.

The modeling approach is based on the Unified Modeling

Methodology (UMM)(1) developed by UN/CEFACT and

OASIS which is based on the UML, with extensions

providing business domain specific stereotypes to

support the complete definition of a business process.

Product

Report -

BindStudio
Business Process

Modeling for Web

Services

Once upon a time modeling was

an end in itself; relationships

with design, development and

operational systems were tenuous

at best. No longer. Because web

services formalize the interface at

a business abstraction level, the

service provides a first order

construct common to the

business process design AND the

application design and delivery

processes. We examine the

impacts of this shift in emphasis

and report on Bind Systems, a

young company showing the way

in this area.

© CBDi Forum Limited, April 2002
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Today WSDL generation is commonly used in a bottom

up approach, to automate the service specification for

existing classes and services. However an equally

important area for generation is to support the top

down approach creating WSDL from a business model,

which automatically incorporates existing documents or

services into a process flow. Here BindStudio provides

the option to generate interface specifications in either

WSDL or ebXML.

Process and Methodology

BindStudio is a vehicle for analyzing and creating

specifications specifically for collaborative business

scenarios that can be used directly in development and

execution activity. As shown in Figure 1, collaborative

business scenarios are modeled in order to create

business service descriptions that provide precise

specifications for use in development and or assembly

activity runtime.

Modeling

The BindStudio modeling process has three primary

steps.

1. Understand Requirements 

Using standard UML use case diagrams the high level

collaboration requirement is identified.

2. Analysis

The Use Case Requirement is elaborated by detailing

the interactions for each use case activity. At this stage

consideration will be given to whether pre-existing

processes or documents can be utilized from the

business library.

An interaction may be decomposed into multiple

transactions as a nested collaboration as shown in

Figure 4. For each transaction business documents are

identified which are to be exchanged. Again business

documents may be standard or custom

documents. BindStudio supports

the identification and analysis of

document usage, but the creation and

management of document details will

be managed in an appropriate toolkit.

continues...
Figure 1: The BindStudio Process

Figure 2: High Level Use Case

Figure 3: Detail Interactions

Figure 4: Detail Transactions
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Bind Systems indicates that XMLSpy is in common

usage by their customers.

BindStudio incorporates complete document sets in the

business library from a number of the widely used

industry groups including RosettaNet PIPs(2), xCBL

Library(3), the Open Applications Group (OAGI) Business

Object Documents(4), and the Open Travel Alliance

(OTA) Specifications(5).

In addition the BindStudio business library includes the

six of the UMM business transaction patterns as an aid

to the development and specification of collaborative

process models. The patterns included are:

● Query/Response

● Request/Response

● Request/Confirm

● Information Distribution

● Notification 

● Commercial Transaction

3. Design

The choreography of the collaboration is defined. There

is no need to define the structure of the data to be

exchanged, as this is predefined in the business library.

BindStudio supports the use of workflow components

such as loops, forks, joins and conditional transitions.

These components can be combined within and across

collaborative process designs to capture unlimited

complexity in process design. The modeling approach

also supports recursive process model composition

that allows pre-existing process models to be used as

components of other process models.

Business Service Descriptions

Probably the most significant aspect of BindStudio is

the capability to generate business service descriptions.

Generate options are provided for WSDL and ebXML

which allow a formal specification based interface

between the business modeling activity and both the

assembly/development activity and the runtime

execution.

For WSDL, BindStudio generates web service

descriptions compliant with WSDL 1.1 including SOAP

and MIME extensions. The generated descriptions can

support specifications for every form of transaction

activity including nested collaborations, and includes

synchronous and asynchronous transactions. The

generation options allow for customization of ports,

operations, messages and exception handling prior

to generation.

For ebXML, BindStudio generates the Business Process

Specification Schema (BPSS), Collaboration Protocol

Profiles (CPP) and Collaboration Protocol Agreements

(CPA). The BPSS provides a set of specification

elements in XML plus configuration parameters for

partners’ runtime systems. A CPP defines one business

partner’s technical capabilities to engage in electronic

business collaborations with other partners by

exchanging electronic messages. A CPA documents

the technical agreement between two (or more) partners

to engage in electronic business collaboration.

The generated service or message descriptions then

provide a rigorous and automated specification to

developers for the generation of code for implementation

and or invocation of the service. Because the

specifications are provided in a choice of the two

standard formats, there is no constraint over the

implementation.

Practical Matters

BindStudio is a single user tool, however the business

library provides sensible sharing and collaborative

facilities.

There is simple version control, with the facility to identify

process models as draft, test or production status. Test

status models may be freely modified, but attempts to

modify test or production models will be governed by 

Figure 5: Choreography Definition
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dependencies. Production models cannot be changed,

and must be versioned by copying.

Market Positioning

BindStudio is a standalone tool that can be used with

a wide range of third party development and runtime

tools. Whilst based on UMM, it will be generally

acceptable to most business analysts, as the UMM is

based on UML, and is not prescriptive or unreasonably

onerous. Whilst we understand that early users of

BindStudio are primarily organizations that have also

been early users of the UMM, we would envisage that

the open nature of the product will be attractive to a

much wider audience. Further there are good import/

export facilities that reinforce the open nature of the

environment. 

The tool is easy to install and use, being reasonably

intuitive. The tool requires the Java SDK, which implies

that a well configured PC is necessary for acceptable

performance. There is comprehensive user

documentation available online, which covers both

tool usage as well as methodology issues. 

The generation options of WDSL and ebXML are very

important at this point in time because service/message

standards are still undergoing considerable change. The

choice provided by BindStudio will allow organizations

to proceed with improving their modeling processes,

whilst being confident that they can respond to both

developments in standards as well as operating with

partners that use different standards.

Product and Plans

Bind Systems indicate that the next release of

BindStudio will address the support for some level of

automation of choreography. Like everyone else in

the industry they are watching the development of

standards in this area including WSFL, XLANG, BPML

and ebXML. Whilst we all hope there will be some

convergence in this area, Bind Systems are in a good

position to provide some cross standard generation if

indeed the disparate standards developers fail to find

common ground.

BindStudio is available direct or indirect through a

partner channel at US$2995 per user licence. 

Bind Systems are also working on an ebXML Broker

product - BindPartner that manages the model driven

execution of shared business processes. This product

is currently in early release and available for

demonstration or pilot projects only.

Summary

BindStudio is a sophisticated modeling product that

can be used at a relatively simple level, but will support 

an organization’s progressive development to

orchestration of complex processes. The product

addresses a real need for standalone support, which

allows an organization to automate service description

without committing to the implementation layer.

And it is the independence of both standards and

implementation platform that make this a highly

attractive product.

Today service generation is widely regarded as a bottom

up process, based on existing code. Bind Systems

provide the facilities to also work in a top down manner.

As usage of web services becomes more widespread

and sophisticated, it is going to be essential that

business design drives the technical design and

implementation and Bind Systems are well placed to

support this transition. Recommended product, definitely

worth serious examination.

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

More information at: http://www.bindsys.com

1. UMM Unified Modeling Methodology
http://www.unece.org/cefact/docum/download/00bp030.doc

2. RosettaNet Partner Interface Process™ (PIP™)
http://search.yahoo.com/bin/search?p=RosettaNet

3. XML Common Business Library
http://www.xcbl.org/

4. Open Applications Group (OAGI)
http://www.openapplications.org/

5. Open Travel Alliance (OTA)
http://www.opentravel.org/ in
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The Select Component Portal is a thin client providing

access to the same component repositories, and is

offered as a separate product. The intention is that the

Select Component Factory will be used by solution and

component designers, while the portal will be used by

programmers.

Select Component Factory
The Select Component Factory comprises four

main tools:

● Select Component Architect (formerly known as

Select Enterprise). This is the integrated modeling

tool, which includes business process modeling,

data modeling and of course object/component

modeling. Business processes are modeled using

the CSC Catalyst notation; data modeling uses the

traditional ER notations; and object/component

modeling uses UML. Select Component Architect

is a design-time CBD tool, built to support the

supply and consumption of components.

● Select Component Manager. This provides a full

component repository, containing component

specifications, implementations and deployments,

together with configuration/version management

facilities. Select Component Manager automatically

generates UML Component and Deployment

diagrams based upon information in its repository.

● Code Synchronizers. Bi-directional code generation

and synchronization facilities for Java, XML

Schema C++ and Visual Basic.

● Reviewer for Select Component Architect. An

automatic quality-checking tool for the models in

Select Component Architect. This contains a large

number of checks against structural standards,

patterns and naming conventions. In some cases,

the tool suggests automatic correction. Reviewer

for Rose is available as a separate tool.

In the current version of the Select Component Factory,

the component management functionality is available

seamlessly from within the modeling tool, which saves

the designer from going back and forth between the

two tools. This greatly enhances the usability and

convenience of the entire toolset, and allows it to provide

more powerful support to the software process.

Additional UML support has been added, including the

activity diagram and stereotyping.

Top-Down Development
The Select Perspective encourages a top-down

development approach, and this is well supported by 

Product Report -

Select Component

Factory
Integrated Component

Modeling and

Management

The Select product family, now

owned and marketed by Aonix,

has now been packaged into the

Select Component Factory. In the

latest version four tools are

integrated into a seamless

product, allowing component

designers convenient access to

the component modeling and

management tools supporting the

supply, manage, consume lifecycle.

Management Summary
Select was always one of the pioneers of component-

based development tools, and has a strong process

offering in the form of Select Perspective, based on

Supply Manage Consume principles.

The Select product family, now owned and marketed

by Aonix, has now been packaged into the Select

Component Factory. This comprises four tools:

Select Component Architect (formerly known as

Select Enterprise), Select Component Manager, Code

Synchronizers and Reviewer for Select Component

Architect.

In the latest version of the Select Component Factory

(version 4), these four tools are integrated into a

seamless product, allowing component designers

convenient access to the component modeling and

management tools.w
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the tool. Starting from the business process models,

the designer identifies use cases which are modeled in

UML. This leads to high-level chunking to identify the

components or web services. Class modeling is carried

out within each component.

Component identification is enhanced by the Reviewer

tool, which highlights excessive coupling between

components. In addition to the static component

models, the flow between components can be animated

to understand and trace the interactions more effectively.

Select Component Architect goes beyond standard

UML in supporting a multi-threaded sequence diagram

(with IF-THEN-ELSE logic).

Component specifications are recorded in Select

Component Manager, with optional attached files

containing UML or additional textual information. This

may include OCL specifications and quality of service

specifications. Other technical information about the

component may also be documented, including minimum

technical requirements, test plans/threads, where to get

support, and examples of use (providing the ability to

identify and contact other users).

Design by Contract
As we have pointed out before, one of the key inhibitors

for component-based software engineering has been

the lack of precision in defining component requirements,

and in specifying exactly what a component does. In

the past, this lack of precision has been a contributory

factor in the low level of activity in the Job Bid Market.

The principles of Design by Contract, together with tool

support that maintains and communicates component

specifications, provides a way forward for component-

based software engineering. We welcome the support 

already provided by Select Component Factory, and we

look to see further support in future versions.

Twin-Track Development
Because software componentry entails a separation

between the service and the implementation, this leads

naturally to a separation in the development process –

between on the one hand the processes helping to

defining the specification of the service and on the

other hand the processes helping to procure an

implementation. This is sometimes known as twin-track
development.

The idea of twin-track development has been around

for some time in the world of software components.

This means that the software process is divided into

two parallel (and loosely coupled) tracks - one track

developing components for reuse, and another track

consuming them.

If the promise of reuse is to hold good, then there

should be many more developers using the components

than specialist component designers. Aonix is one of

the few vendors to offer full support for twin-track

development. Dedicated component designers can be

provided with the full functionality of the Component

Factory, which includes the Component Architect

modeling tool and the Component Manager. Application

developers wishing to assemble components into

solutions can be given access to the Component

Repository through the Component Portal, or Select

Component Factory if they want to design their

solutions. Aonix expects the number of Component

Portal installations in a company to be a considerable

multiple of the number of Component Factory

installations, and has set

the prices accordingly.

Thus the two tracks are

not of equal breadth. We

can regard the specialist

component track as a

“Thin Track” (using the

Fat Client toolset), and

the general solution

development track as a

“Fat Track” (using the Thin

Client toolset). This said,

‘Fat Track’ developers

may also use the Select

Component Factory to

apply design rigor to their

Solution Development.

continues...Figure 1: The Specialist Component Track
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The key challenge for coordinating the component

design track and the solution development track is to

interchange appropriate artifacts. Code-level reuse

tools focus on storing and exchanging software code or

OO classes. In contrast, the Select Component Factory

focuses on storing and exchanging design-level

specifications as well as the code-level artifacts that

implement these specifications.

This means that a designer or developer can execute

a design-level search for an appropriate component

specification, using keywords based on the name of the

package. Four different types of keyword search are

provided.

If no implementation is available, the specification can

be published to the component designer community

(possibly external as well as internal), so that job bids

may be received and managed. This serves as a

mechanism for communicating requirements from

the solution development track to the component

design track.

Select Component Manager then handles the

collaboration between the component provider and

consumer, by generating emails in both directions.

Select Component Manager operates in a distributed

mode – allowing either multiple component repositories

within the one company, or interconnection with third

party component repositories. Select Component

Manager stores components that have been designed

using Select Component Architect, or other tools

(including Rational Rose). Automated links to IBM

WebSphere’s Application Server, the Microsoft Windows

Registry, EJB files and COM files already exist.

Anautomated link to ComponentSource has already

been announced, and other links are in the pipeline – 

including links to legacy mining tools. This will allow

component designers and solution developers to get

seamless access to components from a wide variety

of sources.

Select Component Factory also provides dynamic

links to Websphere and VisualAge. UML synchronization

is done through direct access to the repository, not

via XMI.

Web Service Support
XML Schemas can be generated from and reversed into

UML models. Further XML support is planned, to allow

service parameters to be defined using XML. Given the

importance of XML to web services, this is an area

where we might hope to see additional functionality in

future versions.

Scalability
A large company might expect to manage a hierarchy

of component catalogs, to support both corporate-level

reuse and department-level reuse. Local catalogs may

contain different versions and variants, as well as

components only relevant to a single department.

Select Component Manager supports searches across

multiple catalogs, as well as migration of specifications

and implementations between catalogs.

How many reusable components might a company

maintain? If we start with 20-40 business components,

maybe that doesn’t sound very many. But when this is

multiplied by different versions and deployments, the

volume and complexity may reach significant levels.

The graphical views certainly help to manage this

complexity. Aonix can cite installations with thousands

of components in a single catalog.

The main constraint on the size of the component

catalog appears to be a human one, not a technological

one. For example, searching for components relies on

human intervention for intelligent filtering and selection.

In future, we hope that semantic standards (such as

RDF) may enable more automated search facilities.

Summary
Formerly offered as simply a modeling tool, Select

Component Factory is now a fully functional design-time

CBD tool, built to support the supply and consumption

of components. The integration between the tools in the

latest version provides strong reinforcement for software

component reuse, based on the Select Perspective.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

More Information at: www.aonix.com

Figure 2: The General Solution Track



Introduction
Talking Blocks is a San Francisco based company that

has developed a product that manages the consumption

and provision of software services. Their tools are built

in Java and will run on just about any platform. You

can use Talking Blocks in a variety of ways depending

on the problem you are faced with; for this reason we

believe that a precise product stereotype is elusive,

although it does fit the definition of a Web Service

Management Platform as defined by Gartner. For

example, you can use it as an integration hub, to

manage web services, to expose applications as

services and as a change management tool. For

companies contemplating moving to an XML web

services architecture and using Java, Talking Blocks will

slot neatly into the middle of your IT infrastructure to

provide a management layer that will reduce assembly

and deployment time, increase flexibility and significantly

enhance system manageability.

The Business Services Server
Like major shifts in software development and integration

technology that have gone before, managing the

complexity is more challenging than cutting code. And

whilst basic web services concepts are simple,

enterprise scale deployment introduces a significant

number of new functions required to manage delivery

and consumption. We refer to this functionality as the

Business Services Server or BSS.

As a service provider you will have to manage

authentication, access rights, billing, availability and

security issues. And as a consumer you have to manage

your exposure to other systems; their reliability,

performance, costs and security. Other requirements

such as service aggregation and dynamic configuration

are essential requirements once we progress from using

simple, single step services, to complex multi-step

business services.

This is the context in which we review Talking Blocks.

The Talking Blocks server is a Java implementation of

the BSS concept as described in December 2001

Interact(1). The following logical diagram in Figure 1

summarizes the main roles of the CBDi BSS. The

Talking Blocks product supports the main service

management functionality in the BSS through its GUI

explorer tools. Functionality such as transformation and

aggregation would be plugged in as Java classes. The

functionality provided out of the box is targeted at the

issues Talking Blocks customers are focused on,

continues...

Product

Report -

Talking Blocks

The last year has seen a significant

shift in the way we design and

build enterprise systems. Well-

established object oriented and

component-based approaches

have been replaced with one that

focuses on services. Business

applications are no longer

conceived as a collection of

components and views. A service

often maps to a task carried out

by a business and developers are

presented with the challenge of

turning business objects, such as

Java beans, CICS and CORBA

classes into services. In this

context, Talking Blocks have

developed a tool that drastically

simplifies the tasks of both

providing and consuming services

based on existing software assets

and also supplies a runtime

capability which manages such

things as audit logs, alerts,

administration, rolling upgrades

and security.
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specifically upgrading, versioning, management,

selection and routing. Talking Blocks indicate that while

there are not standards for all aspects of a BSS at this

time, they are watching and contributing to the various

industry standards. As these standard initiatives

mature, they will support them.

Consequently some blocks in the diagram are not 

implemented within the Talking Blocks product, but

their hooks into external providers of these services will

be preferable for many users of the product. Most

corporate users will use Talking Blocks to drive their

● Authentication: Who is allowed to use this service?

● Logging and alerts: Recording usage and performance, alert when SLA is broken.

● Billing and reconciliation: Who pays for the service and how much?

● Implementation Selection: Which implementation is appropriate for this consumer?

● Versioning and upgrade: Which version of implementation is appropriate for this consumer?

● Fail-over and recovery: Is implementation A working today, if not where should the request

be directed?

● Transformation and adaptation: Adapt this request to an implementation.
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Figure 1: Logical Model of CBDI Business Services Server

Table 1: Scope for services management

established billing systems, or utilize their single sign 

security infrastructure for the services environment

Enterprise IT is a complex mixture of software assets

driven by a business model that is constantly changing.

The maintenance and upgrade cycle for packages,

custom code and desktop applications consumes a

large percentage of the IT resource. The XML web

service model provides a technical solution to the

transport and connectivity issues that have been the

core of EAI solutions but does not begin to address the

management issues of software services, such as:



Talking Blocks has an elegant solution to the service

management problem in its use of contracts. A contract

can leverage existing contract languages such as

WSDL to describe a software service, its parameters,

its bindings to an implementation language and other

meta data, but it differs in that the end-point URL is not

hard-coded to the service in the runtime environment.

The contract provides the business requirements for

services use rather than merely the technical definition.

This logical separation of end-point and service

definition at runtime is a key concept in Talking Blocks.

End points are ‘soft’, i.e. they can be selected in

response to the rules defined in the ‘connector’.

Connectors connect service requests based on

contracts to service providers; receptacles receive

service requests for service providers and accept the

invocation on behalf of the service implementation,

as shown in Figure 2.

Receptacles act as end points for service

implementations and can be defined with different

bindings for the contract they offer. Contracts can offer

multiple bindings and service providers offer the

functionality defined by the contract through one of the

bindings (SOAP web service, Java RMI or CORBA IIOP);

however you choose to expose the service to the outside

world the logical concept of connecting to a contract is

the same. Figure 3 shows main functional blocks.

Talking Blocks Overview
Authentication
Talking Blocks works within the security context of the

organization by hooking into the security mechanisms

of the host HTTP server and propagating the

authentication data through to the target system using

the established SAML XML standard. If your service

consumer is validated using basic, client-side certificates

or mutual certificate exchange, the security context is

managed by Talking Blocks. If the contract uses for

example an external service that has different identity

requirements, the registry maps the incoming context

to the appropriate identity for the external call. As

standards continue to evolve, new authentication

mechanisms will be plugged into the Talking Blocks

without affecting existing services or service consumers.

Logging and Alerts
As calls to contracts are intercepted by Talking Blocks

and connected to the implementation logic they are

logged. The control consoles provide various levels of

logging, from ‘give me everything’ to ‘errors only’. The

simple log to file approach can be switched to SNMP

protocols for companies using industry standard system

monitoring tools like Tivoli. The architecture is flexible 

and open so that you can configure Talking Blocks to

alert managers when SLAs are broken or limits are

continues...
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Figure 2: Contract, connectors and receptacles

Figure 3: Functional Overview
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reached. Alerts can be directed to a variety of end-points,

SMS text messages have been in use at one of Talking

Blocks implementations.

Billing
Talking Blocks provides a detailed log of service usage

and this can be used to drive commercial billing engines

and existing accounting systems.

Implementation Selection
One of the key features of Talking Blocks is the variety

of criteria that can be used to drive the selection of an

implementation for a contract. The incoming call to a

service triggers a lookup in the registry for a suitable

business method or external XML web service. Many

organizations will own systems built with Java or

CORBA, or may be in the process of upgrading systems.

As new code is deployed it can be mapped to the

existing contracts in Talking Blocks using dynamic

selection based on the context of the incoming request.

You may want to migrate to a new Java bean

implementation of a service a few clients at a time, or

operate two versions side by side.  

The contract-connector architecture facilitates dynamic

selection and adaptation of implemented services. It

manages the versioning of services and upgrade of

systems through dynamic routing and also manages

services by providing fail-over and load balancing

capabilities at the contract level.

Registering an XML web service with Talking Blocks is

accomplished using a wizard (as are most tasks), which

takes you through the steps of selecting the target URL

file on the server and hooking it onto a contract.

Policies – Fail-over and Recovery
Talking Blocks uses registry entries, collectively called

a Policy, to determine the behavior of the system to

errors and timeouts. The default signal handling settings

determine when a service is automatically taken off-line 

when errors or timeouts are encountered. Talking

Blocks will also bring faulty services back on-line after

a preset time interval. Leasing settings allow you set up

the rules for taking a service off-line (to replace it with

an alternative for example).

Contract Assembly

You will have already gathered that contracts in Talking

Blocks are central to the way the system works. The

most important feature of the contract is that it

disassociates the service from the end point. This

means that the runtime context decides the end-point

URL, Java RMI or IIOP destination. It also shifts certain

aspects of the design and development effort away

from the code and centers it on the service contract

specification.

The Talking Blocks contract assembler is a graphical

explorer type tool that can be used by the non-

programmer to build and test contracts. So, without

being concerned with the actual implementation, the

system architect can easily build a set of contracts,

test them and provide them as service interfaces to the

development team.

An external XML web service can be imported using a

simple wizard by pointing it at the WSDL file (for example

from XMETHODS.COM or as built in .NET). When the

target URL is read from the WSDL it is stored separately

from the contract and used when connecting up the

contract to the end-point. Java methods and CORBA

IDL can similarly be used to create a contract.

The implementation of each contract can be an external

call to an XML web service, EJB, Java RMI or IIOP 

CORBA method invocation. In the event of a service

failure, you could default to a Java message queue

for example.

Figure 4: Services migration
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Having built the contract, a simple export procedure

builds the external interface. Currently you select from

EJB, Java or SOAP/WSDL and then supply the server

details through which the service will be published.

When you export to a WSDL interface, the URL

generated is a combination of the HTTP server address

with the contract name.

User-defined fields in SOAP headers can be added to

the contract definition. These name/value pairs can be

used in the rules for connecting the contract to an

implementation; this further adds to the flexibility and

control available in routing incoming messages to final

end-point services.

Aggregation and Transformation
In addition to hooking up contracts to implementation

end-points, there is often the requirement to bridge

between different platforms, transform parameters and

documents for different method signatures or to

aggregate fine-grained functions into higher level

services. This is accomplished in Talking Blocks by

building ‘bridge’ code in Java. The bridge can be run

either within the Talking Blocks virtual machine, or

externally in an application server. There are two types

of bridge; a protocol bridge or a functional bridge.

Protocol bridges simply transform the messages from

one environment to another, SOAP to Java, CORBA to

SOAP for example. Functional bridges can aggregate or

transform messages. Talking Blocks has a bridge wizard

that takes some of the pain out of building bridges, and

for simple cases generates working Java code.

Remote Administration
Talking Blocks includes a remote administration tool so

that a network of their service management servers can

be administrated and monitored from any node on the

network.

Technical Details
The Talking Blocks environment is built on Java as a

Java Application and operates as a distributed network.  

Remote administration for replicating the business

server to a new box is possible and Talking Blocks will

run on any Java virtual machine. The table below lists

the certified VMs, but this list will grow as clients make

their requirements known.

Market Positioning
The market for service management is a rapidly emerging

space currently inhabited by nimble startups who

understand the needs of companies at the leading edge

of component and service deployment. The big players,

Oracle, Sun, IBM, Microsoft and HP have yet to address

the service management challenge, IBM being the most

advanced in their understanding of the issues. Microsoft

has shown leadership with .NET, but has concentrated

on the consumption of services, so far. Its .NET

MyServices platform will be an important test bed for

its forthcoming .NET server releases.

Talking Blocks have made a significant contribution to

the Services Management space by concentrating its

energies on the run-time management and routing of

service calls.  By integrating the existing component

technologies into a service approach it encompasses

the Enterprise Application Integration role and fast-tracks

its adopters into the service world. Anyone who has

worked through a weekend to roll out a new application

to a large company will appreciate how valuable Talking

Blocks could be when enabling side-by-side upgrading

of components and services.

But whilst the change management functionality is

immediately useful in cut-over situations, we can

envisage that this will be even more useful in managing

application adaptation on a dynamic basis. Talking

Blocks will be of interest to larger corporations and

enterprises that typically have complex application

portfolios and technology infrastructures that are

subject to high levels of change.

Furthermore, Talking Blocks provides the means of

centralized and remote control over a number of their 

networked servers. Companies can confidently monitor

usage and performance, maintain universal security, 

continues...

Platforms Supported Solaris, Linux, AIX, NT/2000 (WinXP and HP-UX planned)

Application Servers J2EE compliant, e.g. IONA, BEA WebLogic, IBM WebSphere, Sun ONE, Borland

Web Servers J2EE compliant e.g. Apache, Sun ONE

Messaging MQ Series, JMS

Message Listeners JMS, SOAP HTTP/S, SOAP SMTP

Service Implementations SOAP, CORBA IIOP, Java RMI and EJB, CICS via 3rd party tools

Management SNMP, JMX

Security Markup SAML, XKMS
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receive alerts, and administer all services ensuring the

highest quality of service in throughout the network.

Applications and Patterns
So what does this approach enable? Talking Blocks

referenced a large Telecom company that has a

requirement to support many multiple concurrent

pricing plans, across the large number of carriers they

collaborate with. Their business problem was constant

change in the billing application and unacceptable

business delay in bringing new or modified plans on

stream. Using Talking Blocks the company now uses a

logically separate billing engine for each carrier, and every

time a new deal is introduced they can bring up a new

service, introduced dynamically according to the service

description on date of introduction and carrier criteria.

It is important to note here that Talking Blocks are

enabling the differentiated service pattern(2) by

configuration driven usage of specific services. In other

words the context sensitive usage of a service is driven

by usage profiles held in the registry, such as time of

day, geography, etc, enabling a highly dynamic response

not only to changing business needs but also multiple

concurrent variants. Interestingly Talking Blocks refer to

service differentiation as “routing”, in our opinion under

playing the capability.

Another interesting case is Moody's Risk Management

Services. They need to deploy a large number of

analytical engines and data sources both internally and

externally. They need non-invasive, open integration for

their customers particularly, and to meet SLAs whilst

delivering a rapidly changing product. The solution

adopted with Talking Blocks support was to ship

customers the URL for the service contract, not the

application, and to use multiple service bindings that

can be altered on a dynamic basis.

Talking Blocks report their customers generally

commence with internal services and then make an

evolutionary progression to external, once they have

established the base competency and infrastructure for

service oriented architectures. Talking Blocks support

both asynchronous document centric and synchronous

RPC service invocation styles and indicate that while the

market, and organizations today are concentrated on the

RPC style for intra-enterprise service integration they

are seeing more emphasis on asynchronous document

style web services for inter-enterprise integration.

Summary
The web services marketplace is immature but the

problems faced by enterprise IT departments echo the 

past. If anything XML web services exacerbate the 

challenges of corporate IT by making even more

flexibility possible, thereby increasing the configuration

management problem with the added complexity of

dependencies external to the organization. As services

both internal and external become commonplace there

will be a increasing demand for a Business Services

Server, a role that Talking Blocks have elegantly filled

with their server. Talking Block’s contract based

approach neatly disassociates the service definition

from the target implementation and provides their

runtime routing capability that makes the selection of

end-point dependant on a range of factors such as

availability, platform and SOAP header information.

Their understanding of XML security alone will provide

many companies with a return on investment – a rapidly

changing minefield of immature specifications that

demand a BSS architecture and a plug-in approach

to implementation.

The Talking Blocks 2.1 solution reviewed is the current

beta release of the product and there is some

productization work to be completed. The product

offers most of the essential management and service

enablement facilities and allows for extension with Java

code to aggregate disseminate and manipulate existing

services. Talking Blocks is not a diagram-driven

product, so once you venture beyond the service

management into areas such as work-flow, aggregation

and transformation you will need Java programming.

It will be highly relevant to organizations with Java

experience and a complex, diverse software portfolio

subject to constant change.

Every time we embark on a new way of delivering

application functionality, it seems that the industry in

general loses its collective memory and commences to

reinvent the wheel over again. And guess what gets left

to last - configuration, versioning and deployment and

management. What Talking Blocks have done with their

contract-based approach is to reuse a rich source

of experience from the component deployment

environment and to bring this to bear on the service

management problem space. Further, they have

recognized the need to support conventional EAI

requirements together with web services. By doing this

they have the potential to bring sophisticated and
mature enterprise scale solutions to market considerably

in advance of any competition.

Jonathan Stephenson jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

More information at: http://www.talkingblocks.com/

1. Interact 2001/December: Defining the Business Service Server
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2001-12/defining.php3

2. Interact 2000/December: Design Pattern - Differentiated Service
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2000-12/design_
pattern.php3
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Workshops and Seminars

Over the past six months the Forum has developed a comprehensive

set of thinking and materials that define the scope and practice of

service based architecture. Whilst many subscribers will be familiar

with Interact reports that have addressed this subject, the knowledge

goes considerably beyond published materials.

We are now making this knowledge available to member organizations, either as:

- interactive workshops, for small groups which can be highly responsive to a
group’s specific needs, or

- seminars, to evangelize and educate a larger audience

The materials provide practical guidance in considerable detail, with clear
recommendations on technology and techniques. The materials focus on service-oriented
approaches to technology and application architecture covering the issues that architects,
business analysts and project managers need to understand. This workshop considers
service delivery in general, and focuses on web services in detail. Topics include:

Service oriented architectures

Using a service oriented approach to achieve more adaptable environments;
motivation, types of services, patterns, roles and responsibilities; components
and services, provisioning and consumption; various architectural patterns;
different types of services and web services and their applicability and challenges

Delivering the Dynamic Internet

Web services based architectures; federated operation; the new ASP model;
identifying web services; when to use a web service as opposed to a service;
implementation choices and decisions; interoperability; security and trust models,
technology, patterns, authentication and identity; standards and protocols;
availability and performance.

Process

Business process driven assembly, versioning services; life cycle management;
developing and delivering service and component architectures; review of
appropriate processes; lifecycles and techniques; acquiring services, services as
products, questions of granularity

Implementation

Technology building blocks, the business services server, delivering SLA’s

For further information contact us at: info@cbdiforum.com

or call us on +353 2838071
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background

The CBDi Forum is recognized as an authoritative source on advanced business practices and IT architectures,

and in particular all aspects of web service and component based business. The Forum provides experience

interchange and industry analysis for the software industry and its customers. The 10,000 Forum members

include IT architects, business analysts and development managers from the world’s major enterprises as

well as thought leaders from the software industry. Two principal analysts facilitate the Forum, assisted by

several associates, providing a continuous analysis service, special interest group meetings, plus high-level

consulting and education workshops.

principals

David Sprott and Lawrence Wilkes are software industry veterans, well-known commentators and industry

analysts with long careers in the industry covering many technical and business roles. Both David and Lawrence

specialize in advanced application delivery approaches, technologies and markets.

contact the forum

If you have questions, comments, suggestions for future topics please contact us at info@cbdiforum.com

CBDi Forum Limited, PO Box 7867, Crowthorne, Berks, RG45 6WD, United Kingdom

subscribe to interact

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The information available in this publication is given in good faith and is believed to be reliable.

CBDi Forum Limited expressly excludes any representation or warranty (express or implied ) about the suitability of materials

in this publication for your purposes and excludes to the fullest extent possible any liability in contract, tort or howsoever for

implementation of, or reliance upon, the information contained in this publication.

The INTERACT Journal is published monthly and subscription is included
in Silver and Gold CBDi Forum membership. If you do not receive your

own copy of INTERACT you may subscribe immediately at:

www.cbdiforum.com
Insight for Web Service & Software Component Practice

the CBDi Forum


